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Abstract

We present a very simple probabilistic, passive attack against the protocols HB and HB+.
Our attack presents some interesting features: it requires less captured transcripts of protocol
executions when compared to previous results; It makes possible to trade the amount of required
transcripts for computational complexity; the value of noise used in the protocols HB and HB+

need not be known.

1 Introduction

Authentication protocols specially designed for devices with low computational power are an active
area of research, see, for instance, Matsumoto and Imai [1], Wang et al. [2], Naor and Pinkas
[4], Hopper and Blum [5], Juels and Weis [6]. Among the many proposed schemes, the protocols
HB/HB+ have received special attention as they seem to be practical and their security was formally
reduced to a well known computation problem: the Learning Parity with Noise - LPN [8].

These protocols are appropriate to be implemented in RFID tags (Radio Frequency Identifica-
tion) or other devices with low power consumption and computational power. These tags may be
used to check medicine bottles, library books, driver’s licenses, and so on.

Attacks have been proposed against HB/HB+. Some are active [9], that is they assume an
adversary capable of inserting her own messages in the protocol while trying to impersonate a
legal party. Other attacks are passive [8], assuming just adversaries that merely listen to protocol
executions, capture transcripts and try to recover the secret information available to the legal
parties. Clearly, a successful passive attack has devastating effects, as it leaves no trace whatsoever
that the original protocol has been broken. The efficiency of passive attacks is usually measured in
the literature by two parameters: the computational complexity of the attack; and the amount of
protocol transcript executions (also denoted amount of captured protocol rounds when no confusion
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arrises) which is required for running the attack. All the passive protocols presented in the literature
are deterministic, i.e. they are guaranteed to produce a valid output. It is an interesting question
to study whether relaxing the attacks to be probabilistic gives us any kind of advantage.
Our Result: We propose the first probabilistic passive attack against HB/HB+. Our attack needs
much less captured transcripts than previous results while keeping a reasonable computational
complexity.
Related Work: The most important attacks against HB/HB+ are based on the BKW algorithm
[8]. The problem is attacked by using Gaussian elimination method in samples of sequences with
η-percent error. However, the computational complexity of BKW and the amount of captured tran-
scripts of protocol executions required for running the attack are of the same order (exponential).
This fact turns cryptanalysis infeasible in situations where those transcripts are not easily obtained.
Our method does not have this limitation. It requires much less captured transcripts than BKW for
a comparable computational complexity. Moreover, it makes possible to trade captured transcript
for computational complexity. [12] proposes an attack against the protocol HB which has superior
computational performance when compared to BKW. However, [12] still requires an amount of
captured transcripts of the same order as its computational complexity. Additionally, it is not clear
how to extend the attack proposed in [12] to the protocol HB+. Our attack is trivially extendable
to deal with HB+. Finally, we note that an active attack (man-in-the-middle) was proposed against
HB+ in [9]. Our attack is passive.

After the completion and submission of this work we became aware of similar results indepen-
dently discovered by Golebiewski et. al. in [11].
Organization of the Paper: In Section 2 we review the protocol HB/HB+. In Section 3 we
present our attack. In Section 5 we present our results and comparisons with the literature. Finally,
we present our conclusions in Section 5.

2 The Protocols HB and HB+

Consider the so called authentication problem. We have two parties, Alice and Bob, connected by
means of an insecure channel. We assume that Alice and Bob shared a piece of secret information,
a key. In an authentication protocol, Alice and Bob exchange messages over the insecure channel
so that, at the end of the protocol, they are sure they are talking to each other or not. Informally,
the protocol is said to be secure if no malicious party can impersonate Alice or Bob. This problem
becomes particularly difficult when one of the parties has low computational power (smart cards,
RFIDs, etc.).

The protocol HB, Hopper and Blum [5], was proposed as a way to obtain authentication for
devices with low computational power. We now briefly describe how it works. Assume Alice and
Bob pre-shared a k-bits long key x.

Protocol HB

1. For i = 1 to r

(a) Alice chooses a random k-bit string ai ∈ {0, 1}k, and sends it to Bob.

(b) Bob computes zi = ai � x + νi where � is the inner product, νi is a bit equal to 1 with
probability η ∈ (0, 1/2) and the sum is modulo 2. Bob sends zi to Alice.
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(c) Alice computes z∗i = ai � x and compares it with zi.

2. Alice accepts the authentication as valid if z∗i 6= zi in less than ηr rounds.

This protocol is clearly insecure if an attacker repeatedly queries Alice using the same string
a for every round. To prevent such kind of attacks, the protocol HB+ was proposed in [6]. We
assume Alice and Bob pre-shared two k-bits long keys x and y. r is a security parameter.

Protocol HB+

1. For i = 1 to r

(a) Alice chooses a random k-bit string ai ∈ {0, 1}k, and sends ai to Bob.

(b) Bob chooses a random k-bit string bi ∈ {0, 1}k, and sends bi to Alice.

(c) Bob computes zi = ai � x + bi � y + νi, where � is the inner product νi is a binary
random variable which is equal to 1 with probability η and the sum is modulo 2. Bob
sends zi back to Alice.

(d) Alice computes z∗i = ai � x + bi � y and compares it to zi.

2. Alice accepts the authentication as valid if z∗i 6= zi in less than ηr rounds.

3 Proposed Method

3.1 Description

We propose a probabilistic passive attack against the HB protocol. Denote by A the m × k
matrix [ai]mi=1 where the i-th row vector equals ai. This matrix represents the transcript of several
executions of the protocol.

Denote by ν the m-dimensional column vector with each entry equal to νi and similarly for
x. Given A, define z as z = Ax + ν. We can also assume that the hamming weight of ν will be
no larger than 0.40m (otherwise the authentication procedure becomes too unreliable) and that
m > k. Let C be a subset of {1, . . . ,m} with cardinality |C|. Denote the i-th element of C by C(i)
and the matrix [aC(i)]

|C|
i=1 by AC . Denote the i-th element of the column vector x by x(i) and the

column vector {x(C(1)), . . . , x(C(|C|))} by xC

Algorithm Inputs: (A,z)

1. Randomly select a subset C with cardinality n = k + γ (γ being an integer suitably chosen).

2. Compute, by gaussian elimination, xC so that zC = ACxC . If this solution does not exist or
if there are many solutions, go back to the previous step.

3. Check if the hamming weight of AxC is less than 0.40n. If it is the case, halt and output xC

as the desired solution (key). Otherwise go back to the first step.
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3.1.1 Extension to HB+

Our attack can be trivially extended to HB+ with the overall effect of doubling the key size.
Denote by x||y the concatenation of two k-dimensional column vectors x and y so that x||y =
(x1, · · · , xk, y1, · · · , yk). Denote by A||B the concatenation of the m× k matrices A and B so that
A||B = [ai||bi]mi=1. Put z as z = [A||B][x||y] + ν for previously defined ν.

Algorithm Inputs: (A,B,z)

1. Randomly select a subset C with cardinality n = 2k+γ (γ being an integer suitably chosen).

2. Compute, by gaussian elimination, [x||y]C so that zC = [A||B]C [x||y]C . If this solution does
not exist or if there are many solutions, go back to the previous step.

3. Check if the hamming weight of [x||y]C is less than 0.40n. If it is the case, halt and output
[x||y]C as the desired solution (key). Otherwise go back to the first step.

3.2 Complexity of the Attack

After capturing m transcripts of the protocol, the passive adversary creates a linear system zC =
ACxC by randomly choosing n challenge-response pairs {ai, zi}, each pair corresponding to a linear
equation of the form zi = ai � xC .

There are m equations to be chosen, where, on average, (1 − η)m equations are correct and
ηm equations are incorrect. The probability p of breaking the cryptosystem is the probability of
choosing n linearly independent and correct equations, what is denoted by:

p =

(
(1− η)m

n

)
×

(
ηm
0

)
(
m
n

) =

(
(1− η)m

n

)
(
m
n

) (1)

Thus, on average, it will be necessary 1/p linear system resolutions to recover the shared key
x. Consequently, the expected complexity of the attack is dominated by:

1
p

=

(
m
n

)
(

(1− η)m
n

) =
m(m− 1) . . . (m− n+ 1)

ηm(ηm− 1) . . . (ηm− n+ 1)
(2)

As illustrated in equation 2, the computational effort depends basically on the parameters
{η,m, n}, where (in the case of HB) n = k + γ and γ ≥ 0. This effort increases when η increases,
or when the number of transcripts m is close to the length k of the shared key. Furthermore,
under similar conditions and with the same parameters, different executions of the cryptanalytic
algorithm may present different execution times due to its probabilistic nature.
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4 Results and Comparisons

We compare the computational complexity and amount of required captured protocol transcripts of
our attack to that of BKW algorithm and the algorithm presented in [12], here on denoted FMICM.
We remark again that BKW and FMICM are deterministic algorithms while ours is a probabilistic
one, thus our complexities here presented are expected values. Computational complexities are
presented per bit of information as in [6] and [12]. For details about the performance evaluation of
BKW and FMICM we refer to [8] and [12] respectively.

Tables 1,2,3 and 4 show a comparative analysis between expected computational complexities
and amount of required protocol transcripts (captured protocol rounds) of our attack and those of
BKW and FMICM for noise probability η = 0.25, 0.20, 0.15, 0.10.

Before specifically commenting about the numbers we present in this section, we would like
to stress that in the case of attacks against authentication protocols for smart cards, RFIDs and
other devices with narrow communication bandwidth, reducing the amount of required captured
protocol transcripts might be more important than reducing the computational complexity (run
time). Such a device usually communicates at not so high rates (typically no larger than 1 Mbps).
Therefore, knowing that in a single round of the HB protocol we have to communicate about k bits
(where k is usually 256 bits), if a certain attack needs to capture 280 rounds of the HB protocol
an adversary might have to wait about 288/106 seconds (which is more than the estimated age of
the universe) in order to be able to start doing computations to discover the secret key. As shown
in the tables 1,2,3 and 4, our attack dramatically reduces the amount of captured protocol rounds
necessary for obtaining the secret key, thus making attacks against the HB protocol much closer to
being practical.

In details, we note that for η = 0.20, 0.15, 0.10 our attack presents better expected computational
complexity and required number of transcripts of protocol executions than BKW. For η = 0.25 and
key length larger than 160 bits, BKW presents better computational complexity.

For η = 0.15 and η = 0.10 our method possess better computational complexities and requires
less amount of captured transcripts than FMICM. For η = 0.20 our method still requires much
less capture of protocol transcripts than FMICM. However, the computational complexities of both
methods are about the same (with a slight advantage to FMICM). For η = 0.25 our method is
less efficient in terms of computational complexity when compared to FMICM, but it still requires
much less captured protocol rounds.

It is also interesting to remark that for values of noise η = 0, 15 and η = 0, 10 the performance
of FMICM significantly degrades when compared to BKW and our method.

5 Conclusion

We presented a novel probabilistic and passive attack against the protocols HB and HB+.
Compared to the BKW and FMICM attacks, the proposed cryptanalytic method presents some

key advantages:

− it does not require any pre-processing;

− it does not require any previous knowledge about the noise probability;
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Run Time Amount of Captured Protocol Rounds
Key Length BKW FMICM Our Method BKW FMICM Our Method

32 223 28 29 223 28 210

64 235 216 221 235 216 212

96 245 225 234 245 224 213

128 254 234 247 254 234 213

160 262 243 260 262 242 214

192 270 252 273 270 251 214

224 278 260 287 278 260 214

256 286 269 299 286 269 214

288 294 281 2113 294 281 214

Table 1: Comparison of the expected computational effort and the amount of captured protocol
rounds required to perform the attacks BKW, FMICM and the new cryptanalytic method for
η = 0.25.

Run Time Amount of Captured Protocol Rounds
Key Length BKW FMICM Our Method BKW FMICM Our Method

32 222 28 26 222 29 210

64 233 216 215 233 210 212

96 242 225 225 242 224 212

128 250 235 234 250 219 213

160 258 244 245 258 242 213

192 266 252 258 266 250 213

224 274 262 265 274 260 215

256 282 271 275 282 265 215

288 289 283 286 289 283 215

Table 2: Comparison of the expected computational effort and the amount of captured protocol
rounds required to perform the attacks BKW, FMICM and the new cryptanalytic method for
η = 0.20.
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Run Time Amount of Captured Protocol Rounds
Key Length BKW FMICM Our Method BKW FMICM Our Method

32 221 28 23 221 28 210

64 231 219 29 231 219 213

96 239 226 217 239 224 213

128 247 235 223 247 233 213

160 255 243 231 255 243 213

192 263 252 239 263 251 213

224 269 262 247 269 262 214

256 276 271 256 276 271 214

288 282 283 261 282 283 214

Table 3: Comparison of the expected computational effort and the amount of captured protocol
rounds required to perform the attacks BKW, FMICM and the new cryptanalytic method for
η = 0.15.

Run Time Amount of Captured Protocol Rounds
Key Length BKW FMICM Our Method BKW FMICM Our Method

32 220 28 21 220 28 210

64 228 217 24 228 216 210

96 236 226 29 236 224 211

128 244 235 213 244 233 213

160 250 244 218 250 243 213

192 257 254 224 257 251 213

224 263 262 227 263 262 213

256 270 271 231 270 271 214

288 276 285 236 276 285 214

Table 4: Comparison of the expected computational effort and the amount of captured protocol
rounds required to perform the attacks BKW, FMICM and the new cryptanalytic method for
η = 0.10.
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− the amount of transcripts needed to break the cryptosystem is dramatically reduced, making
it more feasible to be implemented.

We finally remark that our attack allows one to trade computational effort versus amount of
required protocol transcript executions. One can, in principle, reduce the computational effort to
break the protocols HB/HB+ by increasing the amount of available transcripts. It is also possible
to break the protocols with fewer transcripts by increasing the computational effort. The same
is not true for the BKW and FMICM algorithms, where, for any case, the amount of transcripts
required to break the protocols increases exponentially with the length of the key.
Acknowledgements: We would like to thank an anonymous referee for comments that greatly
improved the quality of the presentation of our results. This work was supported by SAGEM
ORGA do Brasil.
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